Ted Wheeler: Idiot of the Year
by Earl P. Holt III

It would be easy to conclude that Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler is the
dumbest son-of-a-bitch in public office. Unfortunately, there's a great
deal of competition from far too many "Democrat" imbeciles serving as
mayors and governors in "blue" states and cities.
After rejecting offers of assistance from the Trump Administration to
quell the RIOTS that have plagued Portland for seven months, he has
now thrown in the towel and asked for federal assistance. He concedes
that his efforts to appease the n*ggers and communists and garbage
who have plagued Portland have been an utter failure.
This idiot conceded in a press conference on New Year's Day that “My
good faith efforts at de-escalation have been met with ongoing
violence and even scorn from radical Antifa and anarchists. In response
it will be necessary to use additional tools and to push the limits of the
tools we already have to bring the criminal destruction and violence to
an end.”
Seven months ago, Ted Wheeler demanded that federal law
enforcement abandon Portland in an act of witless bravado intended to
solidify his support among the communists, n*ggers, feminists, Antifafascists, race-mixers, nudists, vegetarians, drug-addicts and other scum
that appear to comprise the vast majority of Portland's residents under
the age of 50.
This dumb bastard now calls for a "task force" consisting of law
enforcement from all levels of government to help clean out the twolegged rats and cockroaches he earlier invited into Portland and to whom
he has given sanctuary. He has also called upon Oregon's State
Legislature to "increase penalties for repeat offenders" of rioting."

Proving that he's learned absolutely nothing, Wheeler's laughable idea
of increased penalties is to require that "people convicted of criminal
destruction be required to meet with those whose businesses they
damaged...and be required to do public service.”
Following Portland's riots on New Year's Eve, Wheeler opined that “It’s
hard for most of us to even comprehend what goes on in the heads of
people who think it’s OK or a good idea to go on a violent rampage
through the city on New Year’s Eve and during a pandemic...It’s the
height of selfishness.”
However, those of us in "flyover country" have no difficulty recognizing
what goes on in the heads of Portland's rioters: When violent
communists, and other losers are paid to riot, then released without
charges and even given sanctuary -- AND THEN CELEBRATED BY THE
JEWS' MEDIA AS 'PEACEFUL DEMONSTRATORS' -- they have powerful
incentives to continue the exercise.
It's a real simple principle, but apparently too complex for idiots and
fools and "Democrats" such as Ted Wheeler.

